Primary stability of hamstring graft fixation with biodegradable suspension versus interference screws.
During the early postoperative period, the stability of the fixation of a hamstring graft to the bone tunnel is the primary factor in limiting rehabilitation. The aim of this study was to evaluate if the initial fixation strength of a new suspension screw is comparable to that of the biodegradable interference screw fixation technique in the hamstring reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). Experimental laboratory study. We evaluated the initial fixation strength of a biodegradable poly-L-lactide/tri-calcium phosphate (PLLA/TCP) screw that suspended the graft in the bone tunnel and compared it with the strength of an interference screw for fixation of hamstring grafts in ACL reconstruction using bovine knees. Single-cycle and cyclic loading tests were performed using a materials testing machine. The suspension screw provided a significantly higher yield load and ultimate failure load than the interference screw. There was no significant difference in the stiffness of both techniques. The typical failure mode for the suspension screw was fracture of the screw and for the interference screw it was slippage of the graft past the screw. In cyclic testing, both methods of fixation ran out to 1,000 cycles up to 250 N with a mean displacement of 2.6 mm (range, 1.8 to 3.3 mm) for the suspension screw and 4.1 mm (range, 2.3 to 6.0 mm) for the interference screw. Only the grafts fixed with the suspension screw survived a protocol with 1,000 cycles up to 400 N. Our biomechanical data suggest that hamstring graft fixation using a biodegradable PLLA/TCP suspension screw provides an alternative to interference screw fixation. Hamstring graft fixation using a suspension screw provides a reasonable alternative to interference screw fixation.